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The serial of Divine actions of Tirumala Sri
Venkateswara in order to Establish his

HARINAMA KSHETRA in Telangana as
another TIRUPATHI.

Pullagurla Sai Reddy (Govinda Dasu)

Direction: Lord Sri Venkateswara of
Tirumala decided to establish his “Harinama
Kshetra” at our Gardenwell in my native place
(own village) Chinnagundavelli, 07 KMs
away from Siddipet. He ordered to construct
at least two compound walls (Silver
Gateway) as a replica of Tirumala Temple.
He said that He will make this place as his
permanent abode, stay here and bless the
devotees. Also ‘He’ indicated to arrange
for continuous chanting of Harinama by
various Devotee groups in shift system. He
suggested me to be blessed with
Bhagavataas (who surrendered themselves
to God) along with strenuous (Rigorous)
practice in order to get eligibility for inviting
him from TIRUMALA. Starting imparting
training through dreams since 2000, He
made me to know the fact in the year 2022.
Swami also asked me to share my divine
feelings blessed by him only in order to
make Devotees as Partners in this unique
programme. The publishing of Part-4 at
present is a part of it.

VISITING THE TEMPLES NOT
VISITED EARLIER

Earlier Phase:  In my dream, I visited
the temples which were not visited by me earlier.
I did not know what are those temples and what

are the Deities (Gods) in those temples. I felt that
every God in every temple questioned me to find out

who is He? The very next moment after that dream,
this deity attracted me more and more. I viewed it very
clearly standing nearer to it but I failed to find out who
He/She is. I asked many persons about this God for
almost 15 months. I searched all the Models of temples
I visited but invain. At last, I got it confirmed on
21.06.2002 that this temple belongs to Sri Maha
Lakshmi of Kolhapur and I have seen her only. The
details of that Divine Action are as under:

20.03.2001: The Divine Action: I went to bed
this night also as usual. I got a dream. I was just walking
on a road and there were Arches in the form of round
shaped rocks on either side of Road resembling
temples and they were in below form side by side on a
high Veranda. There I found an old watchman lying
down. The temples are ancient and got faded. All are
with Arches. I, while observing these new temples on
either side of Road, went till the dead end of road.
Lastly, I came back again and reached to first Arche.
Now it looked as an Arche of a new variety. This is
arranged on a 2 feet high square on a bank and in
nearly 12 feet high square type wall this Arche is
arranged as a gateway. I wished to observe it keenly,
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Then I climbed the quadrilateral bank (Gattu) and
peeped into it thro’ gateway in a particular angle. I also
observed many small arches of new variety again when
I looked in side. I observed them very nicely. Later, I
looked at a God in black complexion with a Conch
and Disc (Sankha & Chakra) from a long distance.
Though He was very far, I felt as if I witnessed him
very close means as I stood in sanctum sanctorum. To
me that image appeared with a special shape. There is
a beautiful (frame) behind the statue is stated arranged
on 4 feet diameter in the shape of petal of Lotus. The
hood of cobra arranged on statue was also in this
beautiful frame behind God (Chakkinalu). This idol
appeared very beautiful.  Besides Shankha-chakra
(Conch and Disc) in both the hands and the Mice and
bowel were in other two hands. It appeared as if the
idol was given holy bath just now. It was in thick black
colour. Never I saw temples of this type till now. I did
not compare the temple and God with any other temple
and God. I, in this entire dream, witnessed only the
entire Arches and the idol existed in sanctum sanctorum.

I did not see either the outward appearance of
temple or Sacred Pillar (Dhwaj Stambh). Finally, I

understood that this temple belongs to Non-Telugu
tradition. It was Just a dream.

This idol mesmerized me and impressed me a
lot. I tried a lot to find out whose that idol was (Murthy)
and what temple it was. I enquired to find out the details
with some spiritual personalities for 15 years
continuously. I also started to observe that type of
temples especially. Someone said it might be temple of
Goddess situated on the sea shore of
VISAKHAPATNAM. Someone said this type of
temples are in Bengal.

Finally, I visited the temple of Kolhapur Sri
Mahalakshmi on 21.06.2002. When I looked at it, it
appeared exactly as I witnessed in my dream. Both
Arches and Black colored idol of Goddess were
appeared exactly as I saw in my dream. Even the back
frame behind Goddess was very much similar to it. I
overwhelmed with Joy with a feeling that I have seen
Goddess Sri Mahalakshmi only.

31.03.2001: A real wonderful incident took place
today. It appeared as if it increases the faith in divine
actions of Lord Sri Venkateshewara. I started
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construction of two houses in the plot adjacent to
Cantonment boundary in plot no. 50 of G.V. Reddy
Colony. The Footing work was completed. Then the
cantonment officials came to my Site and started
removing footings and basement with the help of crane.
Immediately after receiving this information thro’ our
Supervisor, I started from my Residence to Alwal by
Car with a lot of excitement. I did not stop praying
God in my Journey. I proceeded to Nartaki Talkies
‘X’ road which was one kilometer away from my site.
I was totally upset. Then I have noticed a chariot of
S.V. which was very beautifully coloured. It was made
of wood and the height was 15 feet approximately. Lord
Venkateshwara’s wooden statue ‘4 to 5’ height was
kept in that chariot. The procession arranged by some
Devasthanam (Temple) was going on. Only Lord was
in it. Nobody was there to run it. I felt as if God is there
just waiting for me. The moment I saw ‘Him’ my
excitement gone down. Then I heard all of a sudden an
inner voice – “Wait, Don’t be hasty. Let them do whatever
they want. You will be get benefitted only. Those who
are not allowing you to work with Anger, Later they only
allow you with double tolerance. They only say that they
have no objection”. Afterwards, I went away slowly and
calmly. Meanwhile, they too have gone after completing
work. After 5-6 months, I started my works with a new
permission No. 111. Immediately a group of high level
officials of cantonment visited my site and told me to
“construct as I wish”.

Later, I started searching from where that
chariot came and to whom it belongs. I enquired in all
temples personally, But everyone said they don’t have
such chariot and never they arranged any procession.
Finally I, after two years, understood that all this is a
divine act of S.V. and a special divine act that was visible
only to me but not to others. Also I had a strong feeling
that the vision of Lord S.V. was not accidental but it
will take place undoubtedly in the days to come.

DEPICTION THE SERVICE OF LORD AS
GAME:

I am residing in Durgabai Deshmukh Colony
at Hyderabad but the construction work was going on

in Alwal. Visiting working place and returning back
takes place only from Tirumalagiri. There is a temple of
Sri Hanuman on Tirumalagiri main Road. I had a strong
faith by that time itself that every statue of God or
Goddess is another form of Lord Venkateswara only
and I made it a habit to bow to Lord Venkateswara’s
part only in those all Images. In an effort to come out of
problems cropped up in construction matter at Alwal
in the year 2000, I with a feeling that both Hanuman
and Lord Siva are none other than another forms of
Lord S.V. since that temple was within my reach. I used
to pray daily and with a request from the bottom of my
heart to solve my problems. At that time, my heart used
to get filled up with Devotion and tears used to roll on
my cheeks during prayers.

19th April 2001: A Dream: I witnessed an
awesome dream today. I saw a temple of Hanuman by
the side of road in Tirumalagiri in Hyderabad. There I
found one Aged Monkey with two Baby Monkeys.
They are well dressed in white garments. They are
hopping on compound wall and playing joyfully with
each others. On seeing me going towards Alwal by
road, they called me to come to play there with them;
but I was just observing their joy.

It was a dream which I could not understand.
These monkeys are very skilled. Dressed nicely and
appeared as monkeys of Circus but I did not understand
why they are inviting me to play with them.

The Service of Lord took place in my life as a
game. I guessed that it might be a divine act as a
symbolic expression.

Back Ground: Lord Sri Venkateswara became
very close time especially in solving problems and issues
pertaining to business etc., in which I am interested. I,
now reached a stage where I couldn’t stay away from
‘Him’ or couldn’t keep quite without chanting His name.
I have become a staunch devotee of Lord Sree
Venkateshwara. I, now cannot keep quite if anyone do
harm or insult him or degrade him. A Similar incident
took place once in my life.
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In my village, all follow the tradition of Lord Siva,
except one Ramanayya Pantulu’s family who were
Chattada Srivaishnavas. I used to visit my native place
though I reside in Hyderabad during festivals or in some
other occasions. Once I visited my native place.

INDICATION THAT BOTH
SRI VENKATESWARA  AND LORD
SIVA ARE ONE AND INSEPARABLE

It was a wonderful and unforgettable day also. I
developed more and more fascination (deep love)
towards Sri Venkateswara. I had a strong belief that
Lord S.V. will come at rescue if anyone worships him
when he is in problems and also He fulfills the desires.
Once I visited my native place Chinna Gundavelli. I
went to the shop of my friend Sri Sekhar and started
chitchating. Meanwhile 4-5 persons of same village
came to us and one of them opened his heart and told
that he is in severe problems since two years and every
work and any work he attempts gets failed. Then, I
spontaneously said to him to pray Lord Sree
Venkateswara for success. Then Sekhar (devotee of
Lord Siva) said – “what? Adoring Venkateswara, not
Lord Siva? Is Venkateswara greater than Siva? Don’t
say like that. It is the choice of individual. Anybody
may worship any God”. Like this He degraded Sree
Venkateswara. Also, He little harshly said – “You
worship him if you like him but don’t advise others”. I
felt bad. I got a doubt who is great among both of them,
Lord Shiva or Sri S.V. And whom we have to adore?

I really got very much hurt as if someone
wounded me with a crowbar in my chest. I prayed
seriously Lord to answer my doubt. I got a dream after
suffering a lot for 15 days. With this, my doubt got
cleared. I got relief from agony.

22.11.2001: Dream: I witnessed a Sivalinga
(The Phallus worshiped as the emblem of Siva, the God
of Destruction) in medium size and in natural Granite
stone colour.

It was hanging in the balance without touching
the ground. Also it was of my shoulder level height and
three feet away from me. It was very clear. It was neither
black nor white, but it was in natural granite colour with

dots. It was shining as if it was well washed. After looking
at it clearly (Shiva Linga) my dream was disturbed all
of a sudden. At that time, I had a feeling that it was
informing me that “I only Lord Shiva, you adore me”.
From that moment, I realized that Sri Venkateswara is
none other than Shiva. Since then, whenever I visit any
Shiva temple, used to chant OM. Namo Shiva Rupaaya
Sri Venkateswaraya Namo Namaha”, and enjoy a lot.
The tears used to role down on my cheaks. That day
onwards, I felt that Shiva is the second form of my
Master My Lord Sree Venkateswara.

I developed very good relation with Sree
Venkateswara. I used to tell every feeling of mine to
him. He used to reply me accordingly. For instance, It
was the same relation of those two students who visit a
city like Hyderabad, from a remote place for study
purpose and stay in a 10’X10’ feet size room for one
year with self-cooking system and maintain close
friendship. Similarly, I too felt that we too have same
close relationship with each other.

* PANCHSANKAAR (SAMAASRAYANAM) BY
SWAMI (LORD)

Backdrop: I had a strong desire to have a
Darshan of Swami daily. Especially I wish to see the
Lotus feet of Swami. I prayed Lord to fulfill my desire
in many ways. That’s all. One day a wonder took place.
I slept totally covered myself with a blanket totally during
night. It was as an unforgettable day in my life. An
incident that makes my life Pious and worthy.

02.12.2001 FEELING: It was not a dream but
a real feeling. I, covering myself completely, started
chanting the name of God. Meanwhile, I felt that a devil
in very thick black color entered my room.

* [Panchsankaar  = It is an important purificatory
ceremony in Sri Vaishnav Cult. A qualified Acharya
performs systematically with Five types of Sanskaras
(sacraments) i.e. Taapa, Pundra, Nama, Yaaga
(Aradhana) and Mantra]
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Next moment, I felt that Swami kept his two feet
on my chest which were heavy also. Slowly the edge
of his Golden Yellow cloth appeared brightly. I got
startled. Immediately Swami removed his feet. Again I
felt that his blackish legs were by the side of my cot. I
saw this scene very clearly. I got up quickly and looked
at my right side. Nothing I found there. All this is the
divine act of God. I thought that it was his kindness to
fulfill my desire. One way Sree Venkateswara. by
himself performed the Sanskar (sacrament) of
Samasrayanam. Then I prayed him whole heartedly and
thanked him.

This incident brought a lot of change in me. I
understood that Sree Venkateswara is the origin of this
creation and He submerged all Gods in himself and if
we chant his name only, then it is equallent to chanting
the names of all Gods. In other words, Swami is the
another form of all Gods. At that time whomever I see,
I used to think that He or She is none other than Lord
Sree Venkateswara. Every God, I, felt that He was
with Tirunamam. (Mark on forehead) I opined that
Swami himself is in different forms in entire creation.
Such a strong feeling formed in me.

VISIT TO TEMPLE OF SRI
PASUPATHINATH

January – 2002 One more dream I got today.
In that dream, I saw a place where I found an open
place with trees. There was an Ancient temple to its
right side. There was a semi-circle with gigantic round
pillars. There was a sunshade in first floor and all the
walls and pillars are coloured in red colour from down
to 3½ feet. Above it there were both white colour and
color of blue bird.

I was viewing the building with a lot of interest.
“This is the temple of Pasupathinath”. Someone said
from backside. We approximately 30 to 40 persons
were witnessing from open green field. There was a
Building far from us which belong to king of Nepal. It
was his residence. I desired to have a darshan of Sri
Pasupathinath in that dream. Then all of a sudden I woke
up. My dream got disturbed.

Thus, I saw another temple of Lord Sri
Pasupathinath, a glorious God whom I never saw earlier.
[I surprised to notice that later in May 2000 when we
visited Nepal, these signs appeared same as I witnessed
in my dream]

INTRODUCTION OF LATE VADREVU
GOWRRAJU GARU

I wished to know more information about Sree
Venkateswara. but I found no one to tell me about him.
I used to pay a visit to Sivam Road in Hyderabad
frequently. Once, I saw a Board near an office, “Sree
Venkateswara Bhakti Pracharam” near Tilaknagar ‘X’
road. I stepped into that office out of curiosity. There I
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found one Mr. Pandu Ranga Rao native of Sidhipet. I
managed him easily to meet the proprietor of that
organization who was aged about 70 years
(unfortunately He is no more today) infact, He belongs
to Kovvuru, near Rajamundry, came recently to
Hyderabad. He, since 20 years, spreading the glory of
Sree Venkateswara earning his livelihood also After
knowing the problems of Devotees who visit him, He
gives them a powerful Iswarya (wealth) Mantra. He
also used to makes them to write it. He, while arranging
adorations, also used to give discourses.

It was only his livelihood. As I was a staunch
devotee of Sree Venkateswara. I used to attend his
Discourses and Adorations. Finally I developed close
intimacy with him.

He, while reciting Vishnu Sahastra Nama stotra
in every adoration, used to read ‘ISWARYA Mantra’
(3)-(3) times in between every stanza. He also used to
pass Tulasi, Patri and Flowers from one devotee to
another one and finally offered to Lord.

Earlier to this, I did not listen Sri Vishnu Sahasra
nama stotra so keenly. So, now, I used to enjoy when
Lord Vishnu was described with various narrations and
glories, But somehow, I did not like to chant “Iswarya
Maha Mantra” in the middle. Rather, I felt that better
to chant  *Ashtakshari Mantra.

He used to tell that this mantra is very affective
and powerful since there are 08 “SRI”s in this and one
who chants will be blessed with (08) types of wealth.
The entire discourse used to circulate around this
Manthra. Thinking that Lord takes care of his devotees

when they are in turmoils & troubles. He used to recite
this mantra only again and again. Even during Japa also
the same mantra. The Devotees were asked to write it
along with Sri Venkatesaaya Namaha.

‘He’ is running this Peetham since 20 years.
Taking the groups of devotees to Tirupathi, making them
planting trees and also the bundles of Japa books were
kept in underground and then He closes it after
performing Japas & Homas.

I liked everything of Sri Gavarraju except
adoration of Sree Venkateswara. Only for wealth or
for earthly pleasures. I was with a feeling to worship
Lord only to achieve him or only to get his blessings,
that’s all. Finally I am able to follow the Tatwa (Reality)
of Lord by listening and above all meditating Lord all
the time with concentration.

Unfortunately, my Alwal issue was not yet settled.
Once I shared my problems with him who in turn
suggested me to visit Sree Venkateswara Temple
Chikkadpally and worship him. Also He told me that
all problems will be solved if you perform it. As He
said, I visited temple at 6.00 AM on 17.02.2002 prayed
and performed Puja. I cried a lot saying that to me no
one is there except him. I had a dream that night.

18.02.2002: Dream: I was just entering the
temple of Lord Sree Venkateswara. situated in
Chikkadpally. It means one leg was outside and the
other one was in side. Suddenly I found a six feet height
person in black complexion in the temple, 20 feet away
from me. He was in white Lungee and Kakee (colour
of RTC staff dress) coloured shirt with a white kerchief
around his neck looking at me He said – “Those two
and this person are not ordinary persons. They are alike
Sree Venkateswara”. It means there were two persons
more behind me (No idea whether they are coming or
going). I witnessed the sacred pillar, (Dhwaja
Stambham), Threshold (Gadapa), main door and the
Temple premises very clearly in my dream.

Probably the meaning of this is I am going into
the control of Sree Venkateswara.

*[Ashtaakshari Mantra: (OM NAMO
NARAYANAAYA) unique and matchless Mahamantra
of Sri Vaishnavaas which contains ‘08’ Letters]

The Iswarya Mahamantra what He chants

“OM Sri Vatsa Vakshasam Sri Sam Sri Lolam

Srikara Graham

Srimantam Srinidhim  Sridyam

Srinivasam Bhajenisham”
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SUFFERING SEPARATION WITH SWAMI

Background: I had no idea how I was struggling
day by day. The desire to see Swami was increasing
day by day in me I did not know how I can express this
desire before him. This pitiable condition was resembling
the same condition of those Young Lovers who cannot
survive without their partners. They remember their
lovers every minute when both are separated and feel
very much anxiety to see others.

I was very much anxious or eager to see
PARAMSHIVA’ who was none other than my God.
No sleep during nights and every minute ‘He’ only was
appearing before my eyes. Unable to bear his absence,
I was crying any like. Many days passed away in this
situation. One day after similar experience I had a dream.

16.03.2002: I, in this dream, found Lord Shiva
in deep meditation and also viewed my Lord in the form
of an idol in a temple. Only then, I become normal and
calm. This condition continued for many days. I became
mad and got very much attracted towards Swami and
reached a stage where I used to feel that it is waste to
live without him.

22.03.2002: I have viewed a wonderful dream
today in my sleep. My desire to witness Swami became
more strong. Every minute I used to struggle to have a
glimpse of that Super Soul a lot, but I had a feeling as if
I saw my Lord. I stood infront of Lord at stared at him.
Later, I got dream that my Mother is in her (Smt.
Rukkamma) last stage. She fell unconscious with no
speech and was waiting for me.

I got up early and prayed Swamy to take care of
my mother properly. “Swamy! I lost my Father long
back and only my mother is with me. She is not well.
Kindly don’t separate us please”. As my Mother used
to stay with my Sister, I decided to visit her at 7.00 pm
and involved myself in daily other activities as usual.
Finally, I went to my sister’s home and saw a scene
which shocked me a lot.

My Mother had some burning in her head since
my father expired. She was taking some medicine for it

since 10 years. When the burning or pain was
intolerable, she approached a Doctor who gave her a
kind of sleeping tablet, but my Mother, in order to get
rid of it, took 12-13 tablets at a time secretly. Then it
so happened that she fell unconscious in bath Room
after 20-30 mts.

On seeing this, my Sister brought her out with
the help of some known persons. They were not aware
that she consumed so many tablets. They got excited.
The B.P. of her totally gone down. Finally, as advised
by somebody, she was given Porridge, Cunjee (Gruel)
forcibly. After few hours i.e. in between 4-5 pm she
became normal and told coolly that she consumed the
tablets so many at a time.

By that time, when I reached, she was in pitiable
condition i.e. neither speaking properly nor in full
consciousness. Her mouth got twisted. Both Legs and
Hands became Stiff and Motionless. Her posture what
I observed was very much similar to Sree
Venkateswara, whom I witnessed in my dream. I felt
as if she was waiting for me and thinking that her ‘END’
approached. I after understanding the situation, prayed
Lord and made her to eat one banana and to drink
coconut water. Finally, she opened her eyes in the wee
hours. She completely recovered by next day. I thanked
Lord whole heartedly for this. My faith became more
strong on Lord and also on his divine actions.

I checked and also observed the divine actions
of Lord once gain after this incident. I compared both
the systems what I have seen in dream with what occurs
in real life. I was told by God last night in dream that
my Mother is not well, but I could not go in the morning.
So I went in evening. At that time, the situation was
same what I saw in dream.

Her illness started in midday i.e. 12 pm. I thought
that Had I come in the morning, the situation would
have been in different way. “I started thinking – why I
failed to come? Is other work important to me than my
mother? Why I forgot to attend her? Finally, I came to
one decision that what all shown by God to me in my
dream will become true.
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Lord Sree Venkateswara directed us to spend a
very simple life. Thus a feeling appeared in me to live in
society very simply and lead a lonely life from the
beginning, recently which developed a lot. I used to
enjoy in the conversion with devotees of Lord. My
interest in earthly pleasures and in mundane matters gone
down and I decided to live only to satisfy my Lord
Sree Venkateswara.

Oflate, my wife Mrs. Surekha purchased a
Diamond Ring out of her interest but she did not wear it
for more than 3-4 days.

26.04.2002: We had been to Darjeeling for a
Jolly trip. From there we planned to visit Nepal. We
were in Darjeeling for Just 04 days only and I dreamt
twice during my stay for four days.

The Dream: I saw one Sriman Ramanujachari
garu, a Priest of Hanuman Temple, Hyderabad whom I
know very well. He was sitting in a room in my house
at Chinnagundavelli. He said that He asked me to
worship in Hanuman Temple of my village and living in
my home all alone. He was sitting in a chair with a sacred
mark (Tirunaamam) on his forehead in my house. I
guessed that my village friend  Mr. Sekhar was also
sitting by his side. Meanwhile they brought a Statue of
Shirdi Sai with white long hair, gave it to Sekhar and
asked him to hand over the same to Sai Reddy. This
was the dream. I failed to understand the meaning of it
and helpless to live without seeing Lord Sree
Venkateswara. Also it was witnessed by me during my
stay in Darjeeling.

28.04.2002. The Dream:  I and some persons
of my village all visited together the temple of Lord Sree
Venkateswara we passed thro’ a big hall. By that time
when I approached the ‘Que’, the time was up. The
doors were closed, I found the picture of Lord Krishna,
preaching Gita on the door (That door was resembling
the door of an office door). I was told that doors will
be opened after some time. I thought I cannot go out
without having Darshan of Sree Venkateswara. I sat in
a corner and I started a screaming that. “O Lord Sree

Venkateswara! bless me with your Darshan”. The
people of my village were standing beside me. It was a
dream. It means a close relation developed with Lord
and I cannot live without him. He at that time indicated
me that I had a desire to be blessed by Lord along with
my friends.

We left for Nepal after completing our Jolly stay
in Darjeeling. We boarded the Bus at Darjeeling in night
so that we will reach Nepal in the morning time. We
had a sound sleep in the bus. We woke up in wee hours.
There Swami has shown a miracle to me. After waking
up I viewed a number of gigantic mountains one side
and very deep valleys on the other side. The road was
very very narrow with many zig-zags and turnings. It
was dreadful also. No one can say what will happen
the next moment. Suppose if we fall, not a single bone
will be traced out. My wife, on seeing this got very
much scared and terrified a lot. We were more panic,
since all of our family members are in bus. She started
praying God immediately. She promised that she will
offer her dearest Diamond Ring to him which she liked
very much. We became normal after some time and
arrived Nepal safely. Thus, Swami pulled his diamond
ring from her.

We stayed for three days in Nepal and had
darshan of Sri Pasupathi Nath 4 times approximately.
There is some co-relation in between the dream and
that temple. Some round pillars and a building in
crescent Moon shape nearer the gateway; but it
appeared as it was not matching totally. A very attractive
Green Lawn was there outside on the other side of
Road. Ofcourse, it also belongs to temple. It was
resembling alike my dream. We were told that the priests
do stay in this residence. We, with a lot of devotion
had a darshan of Sri Pasupathinath. The priest blessed
us saying that “MOKSHA PRAPTHI RASTU” (May
Lord bless you with salvation). Even when I had darshan
of Sri Pasupathinath, there also my Lord only in my
mind. I just prayed OM NAMO SIVA ROOPAAYA
SRI VENKAESWARAYA NAMO NAMAHA. I
had a strong notion that Sree Venkateswara is none
other than Siva.
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Sri Venkateswara Padasevakudu
Pullagurla Sai Reddy (Govinda Daasu)

1-1-53, Habsiguda, Hyderabad.
Phone : 040-27175250

Email:
srivenkatesham@gmail.com

Visit: www.srivenkatesham.org

PRAYING LORD KEEPING MY HEAD ON HIS
LOTUS FEET

A wish appeared up in my mind to pray Lord

from the bottom of my heart keeping my head on his

feet since few days. It was increasing day by day but I

don’t know how it will be fulfilled. I started praying him

to fulfill my desire.

Therefore, we visited Khatmandoo to have a

darshan of Sri Buddha Neelkanth (sleeping vishnu) in

early hours. It is 30 km away from Khatmandoo. There

Lord Vishna was lying down on a big serpent in the

water. I really delighted to see that scenery. I, after

washing the lotus feat of Lord with water and Gulal

kept my head on them and prayed to my utmost

satisfaction. Earlier, I begged him to provide me a chance

to keep my head in his feet and pray. Now I thought

that He blessed me with the same. At that moment,

anybody get shocked and prayed him from the bottom

of the heart. I believed that every divine act that He
shows, happens really.

My Direction:     After getting a strong faith that

every act of Lord definitely occurs, it so happened that

our relation became inseparable. I also felt that Lord is

omnipresent and ‘HE’ is everywhere in this creation. I

trusted that whoever and whatever He or She achieves

something in this glob, the Invisible power only exists

behind that achievement. I used to experience that Lord

pleases a lot whenever I chant his name with total

dedication and devotion.

Blessings of Bhaagavataas:

We are publishing these Divine Actions of Lord

to get blessed by you and to make you partners in the

strong wish of Lord in the form of blessings atleast as

directed by Tirumala Sree Venkateswara. Therefore, I

request all devotees, who read this Divine Actions

irrespective of their Cast, Colour Creed, Age and Sex

to chant the name of Lord and get their wishes fulfilled

and also to bless me.
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